Quotation Notice

Sealed quotations are invited for the supply of Language Lab Software for Department of Arabic, University of Kerala, Kariavattom. The Specifications are as given below.

**Instructor Module – 1nos.**

Features: Teacher can monitor all the Students at a glance & control them from the Teacher console itself. Teacher can schedule the classes, sessions and lessons as per curriculum and can develop own courseware. At any time Teacher can correct the students by intervening or stopping their activities.

Provision for creating new courseware, adding external courseware. Assign Lesson: Facility to pre-setting the lessons, batches and sessions for the academic year. Teacher can assign separate lessons to different students at his /her discretion. Assign lesson to entire class.

**Student Module- 10 nos.**

Student Position is designed for listening, repeating and comparing the lessons assigned in the class by the teacher. Students will be getting the pre-recorded lessons from the teacher console while logging onto the Language Lab. Student can call teacher and communicate with her for clearing the doubts.

Quotations are to be addressed to the Head of the Department, Department of Arabic, University of Kerala, Kariavattom.

Last Date of Receipt of the Quotation is 20/06/2014.
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